IP address lookup is a critical operation for high bandwidth routers in packet switching networks such as Internet. The lookup is a non-trivial operation since it requires searching for the longest pre x matching the address in a (large) stored table. Ever increasing routing tables size, tra c volume and links speed demand new and more e cient algorithms. Moreover, the imminent move to IPv6 128-bit addresses will soon require a rethinking of previous technical choices. This article describes the Adaptive Strati ed Tree (AST) data structure for solving the IP table look up problem, based on casting the problem in geometric terms and on the repeated application of simple local geometric optimization techniques. The AST data structure can be tuned so to obtain many di erent storage/query time tradeo s. For sake de niteness, imposing a limit of 1 MB to the size of the L2 cache and assuming the presence of a small L1 cache, searching in the Oregon database containing 142,000 pre xes is done by the AST in three L2-accesses and one L1-access. Experiments with Oregon on a 700 MHz pentium III with 15 nsec L2 delay a n d 4 nsec L1 latency, g i v e a the worst case lookup time for a single lookup of 49 nsec (equiv. 20 Millions lookup per second). The data structure is dynamic and deleting (or adding) pre xes from the 12 data sets we have tested is done in time of the order of a few dozens of -seconds. Consistent performances have been obtained on a test bed of 12 databases with sizes ranging from 17,000 to 142,000 entries. We believe that the exibility of the tradeo s o ered by the AST among storage, query time and update time is competitive with state of the art methods. The AST technique extends rather naturally to the longer IPv6 address format.
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Introduction
Motivation. Internet is surely one of the great scienti c, technological and social successes of the last decade and an ever growing range of services rely on the e ciency of the underlying switching infrastructure. Thus improvements in the throughput of Internet routers are likely to have a large impact. The IP Address Lookup mechanism is a critical component of an Internet Packet Switch (see McK99] for an overview). Brie y, a router within the network holds a lookup table where each e n try speci es a prex (the maximum length w of a pre x is 32 bits in the IPv4 protocol, 128 bits in the soon-to-be-deployed IPv6 protocol) and a next hop exit line. When a packet comes to the router the destination address in the header of the packet is read, the longest pre x in the table matching the destination is sought, and the packet is sent to the corresponding next hop exit line. How t o s o l v e this problem so to be able to handle millions of packets per second has been the topic of a large number of research papers in the last 10-15 years. Steady increase in the size of the lookup tables and relentless demand of tra c performance put pressure on the research community to come up with faster schemes.
Our Contribution. In the IP protocol the address lookup operation is equivalent to the searching for the longest pre x match (lpm) of a xed length string amongst a stored set of pre xes (see Section (3) for the formal de nition). It is well known that the longest pre x match problem can be mapped into a 1-dimensional predecessor search among xed length keys in a bounded universe (see Section (3) for the formal de nition). Although the two settings are indeed equivalent, choosing one or the other point of view is not without consequences. In particular viewing the primitive objects as strings suggests a repertoire of possible operations such as: concatenation of strings, selection of a sub-string, application of string compression techniques, maybe bit-wise operations such as masking. On the other hand viewing the primitive objects as numbers, and these numbers as points on a line, opens up to further natural operations such as: translations (i.e. adding/subtracting two numbers/points). In our opinion the string-oriented point of view has been so predominant that the potential of the geometric-oriented point of view has been somewhat underestimated 1 . In this paper we propose an algorithm for building a search tree that is based on a subroutine for nding translations that optimize a local target measure. Our algorithm works in two main phases and in each phase we optimize a different target measure so to obtain at the end a l o w worst case query time and low storage. Although some of the operations we use such a s i n teger division by p o wers of two and range restriction are equivalent to sub-string selection, the real novelty, as we will argue more extensively in a while, is in introducing subtraction/translations.
The AST in a nutshell. The AST algorithm is described in Section (4). Here we summarize the main new ideas. The best way to explain the gist of the algorithm is to visualize it geometrically. We rst map the lookup problem into a predecessor search problem (see Section (3) for details). The equivalent input for the predecessor problem is a set of labeled points on the real line. We w ant to split this line into a g r i d o f equal size buckets, and then proceed recursively and separately on the points contained in each grid bucket. A uniform grid is completely speci ed by giving an anchor point a and the step s of the grid.
During the query, nding the bucket containing the query point p is done easily in time O(1) by e v aluating the expression b(p ; a)=sc which g i v es the o set from the special bucket containing the anchor. We will take c a r e o f c hoosing for s a p o wer of two s o t o reduce integer division to a right shift. If we c hoose the step s too short we might end up with too many empty b u c kets which implies a waste of storage. We choose thus s as follows: choose the smallest s for which the ratio of empty to occupied buckets is no more than a user-de ned constant threshold. On the other hand shifting the grid (i.e. moving its anchor) can have dramatic e ects on the number of empty buckets, occupied buckets and the maximum number of keys in a bucket. So the search for the optimal step size includes an inner optimization loop on the choice of the anchor to minimize the maximum bucket occupation. The construction of the (locally) optimal step and anchor can be done e ciently in time close to linear, up to polylog terms (see Section 4). The algorithm works in two main phases, in the rst phase we build a tree that aims at using small space at the expense of a few long paths. In the second phase the long paths are shortened by compressing them. During the construction a basic sub-task is nding a grid optimizing a local measure. This approach has to be contrasted with several Methodology and Performance. Performance is established by means of experiments which are described in detail in Section (5). The experimental methodology we adopted follows quite closely the standards adopted in the papers describing the methodswe compare to. Given the economic relevance of Internet technologies, such state of the art methods have been patented or are in the process of being patented, and, at the best of our knowledge, the corresponding codes (either as source or as executables) are not in the public domain. 2 We refrained from reimplementing these methods, using as guidance the published algorithms, since we a r e a ware that at this level of performance overlooking seemingly simple implementation details could result in an grossly unfair comparisons. Given the above m e n tioned di culties we resolved for an admittedly weaker but still instructive comparison via the fact that those papers present, either an explicit formula for mapping their performance onto di erent machines 3 , or such formulae could be derived almost mechanically from the description in words. A second issue was deciding the data sets to be used. Papers from the the late nineties did use 
Previous work
The literature on the IP lookup problem and its higher dimensional extension 5 is rather extensive and a complete survey is beyond the scope of this article. Here we mention brie y the principles underlying some the methods. At a high level we can distinguish three main approaches: (i) data structures and software searching techniques (ii) design of specialized hardware aiming at exploiting machine-level parallelism (iii) avoiding the lookup process altogether by exploiting additional header information. Here we comment only on approach (i).
The classical data structure to solve the longest matching pre x problem is the binary The AST is di erent from Multiway Search Tree LSV99]. The Multiway S e a r c h T ree described in LSV99] reduces the problem to the predecessor problem among labeled points. It can be described as a tree with a root branching of 2 16 implemented as an array w i t h 2 16 entries indexed by the rst 16 bits of the address. Then the points in each bucket are organized in a multiway search t r e e with branching factor k (due to the size of the cache line the value chosen is k = 6). In other words the set of points is recursively split into 6 contiguous sets and the 6 boundary points are stored in the node to guide the search. In the Mae-East table with 38,816 entries the worst search requires 5 memory access. For long words when the length of the addresses w exceeds the length of the computer words W, the keys are organized into w=W columns and the binary search i s done on the rst column up to a match, then moves to the next column in a pre-computed range. The cost for this search i s O(log 2 2n + w=W) at the cost of storing explicitly the range restriction pointers. So here besides the root which is similar to the root in an AST tree (although we optimize the anchor at the root) the main di erence is that the subdivision in a 6-ary search tree is non uniform thus requiring few comparisons to decide branching at a node of the search t r e e .
The AST is di erent from Multiway Range Trees SVW99]. Also Multiway Range Trees 6 SVW99] map the input pre xes into interva l s o n t h e line. Such t r e e i s a m ultiway v ersion of the Segment trees with a root-to-leaf visit. In many w ays it is similar in its static version to the FIS-tree in FM00], except that searching in a FIS-Tree is done bottom-up via a direct access structure to the leaves. The addition of e cient dynamic update operations is not trivial because of the di culty of handling merging and splitting of auxiliary lists associated with the primary tree (see vKO93] for a clever solution). The dynamic FIS-tree instead adopt a B-tree like strategy in handling updates so that a certain number of updates can be handled without expensive reconstructions. Common to multiway range trees and to FIS-trees is the association of lists of input intervals (and related output labels) to internal nodes on the tree. The nal output label is obtained by selecting one of the partial solutions collected on the search path. In AST we do not store at intermediate nodes any other info except that needed to navigate and the answer is stored at the leaf reached during the search. In the multiway range tree the degree of each n o d e i s the same (a global parameter t) and the structure is that of a balanced t-ary search trees with leaves associated to the input points. Note that in searching top-down the time spent a t e a c h node is proportional to log t to perform the branching operation. Usually t is a small constant c hosen to t the cache line size.
The AST is not a Trie. Super cially the AST might resemble a Trie described in a di erent language. In e ect the operation b query step c where step = 2 s is a power of two has the e ect of selecting the rst w ; s bits of the query and thus it is equivalent to determining a stride of w ;s bits. Since the points in a bucket have the same initial w ; s bits, the points in each bucket can be represented with the remaining s bits, provided the query address is also masked accordingly at each level. However the introduction of the translation due to the anchoring: b query;anchor step c in e ect changes at every node the strings representing the keys (and accordingly during the search t h e query address is mutated). Thus the optimization of the stride and the anchor together for the same optimization criterion is strictly more powerful than (local) optimizing the stride alone. In other words, for anchor = 0 w e can obtain the local optimization on the stride that is done in an LC-trie, the determination of optimal anchoring makes the di erence and forces a transformation (translation) both on the stored points and on the query.
Advanced Tries incorporate into nodes a skip-eld that allows to compress non-branching paths in the trie. Naturally, skipping bits is an operation quite di erent f r o m subtracting. De nition 1 A Forwarding Table for a set of prexes P 0 P w is a mapping T : P 0 ! H. Given a string s 2 w , the longest pre x match for s in P 0 is lpm(s P 0 ) = argmaxfjpj : p 2 P 0 p r e f i x (p s)g: If we assume that 2 P 0 then lpm(s P 0 ) is always de ned and is unique.
De nition 2 Longest pre x match problem: Given a forwarding table T : P 0 ! H we want to store T so that for every s 2 w we compute e ciently T(lpm(s P 0 )). Reduction to the predecessor problem. Consider the predecessor problem for Extr(P 0 ). This consists in storing Extr(P 0 ) in a data structure so that for each query a 2 U the point pred(a) = maxfq 2 E x t r (P 0 ) : q ag is found. Next we notice that if pred(a 0 ) = pred(a 00 ) then f(a) = f(a 00 ).
That is, the next hop is the same for points having the same predecessor. So we can determine a mapping Q : Extr(P 0 ) \ U ! H so that for each a 2 U: f(a) = Q(P r e d (a)). 7 Note that in case of singleton sets such a s a a], we represent them as a a ; 1] thus increasing the numb e r o f p o i n ts. In actual tables this increase happens rarely. I f w e use a machine with w-bit registers to store pre xes up to w bits we might h a ve to represent the number2 w which require w + 1 bits, this however is not a problem since for the purpose of a query we do not need to store the points beyond the query range, and for the purpose of updates we just treat the last number as a special case.
Note that in the dynamic case the removal of a prex in T may require extensive reconstruction of the function Q, although the set E x t r (P 0 ) and the corresponding data structure for predecessor searching might be updated e ciently.
De nition 3 If two intervals share an end-point than one of the two identical points is classi ed as a duplicate point.
De nition 4 If Q(P r e d (a)) = Q(P r e d (P r e d (a);1) then the point P r e d (a) is called a phantom.
A phantom is useless to discriminate among codomain values and it can be eliminated from the set without altering the function f(). As seen in section 5 both duplicates and phantom represent a sizable portion of the points in actual tables. Except for the notion of a phantom point, the reduction of the longest pre x match problem to the segment stabbing problem and to the predecessor problem is by now standard ( LSV99], FM00] Tho03] KMT03]) it has been introduced for completeness and to set up the background for the AST construction.
Construction of the AST
Here we describe the AST data structure by iteratively re ning a general framework with speci c choices. Consider initially the set U = 0 :: 2 w ;1] of all possible addresses, the set P of pre xes, and the set S = S P of end-points of the segments obtained by mapping each pre x b 2 P to the set of addresses of U matching b as described above. We will often think of U as embedded in the real line R.
The main idea is to build recursively a tree by l e v els, each n o d e x of the tree has an associated connected subset of the universe U x U, which is the set of all queries that visit node x, and a point data set S x S, which is S \ U x . For the root r we have U r = U and S r = S. Let x be a node and let k x be the numberofchildren on x. By y 1] ::: y k x ] we denote the children of x.
A particular rule (to be described below) will tell us Lemma 1 The number of events is at most n.
Proof. Take a single xed interval I of G(a s), we have a n e v ent when the moving left extreme meet a point i n I, this can happen only once for each point in I. Therefore overall there are at most n events.
Since we study bucket occupancy, extending the shift range beyond 1 is useless since every distribution of points in the bucket has already been considered, given the periodic nature of the grid.
Consider point p 2 S and the bucket I p containing p. jS \ Ij that is we nd the shift that for a given step s minimizes the maximal occupancy. The whole algorithm takes time O(n log n).
In order to use a binary search s c heme we need some monotonicity property which we are going to prove next.
Lemma 2 Take two step values s and t, with t = 2 s then we have g(t) g(s).
Proof. Consider the grid G min (t) that attains minmax occupancy K = g(t). So every bucket in G(t) has at most K elements. Now we consider the grid G(s) that splits exactly in two every bucket in G min (t). In this grid G(s) the maximum occupancy is at most K, so the value g(s) that minimizes the maximum occupancy for a translate of G(s) cannot attain a larger value than K, i.e. g(s) K = g(t). Now i f w e use only powers of two as possible values for a grid step the above monotonicity lemma implies that, for a given threshold x, w e can use binary search to nd the largest step s = 2 k with g(s) x and the smallest step u = 2 h with g(u) x.
Call R = E = Fthe ratio of the number empty t o t h e full buckets. This is an arc of hyperbola (in the variable F t ) h a ving maximum value for abscissa F t = F s =2. The value of the maximum is E s =F s = R min (s). Thus we have shown that R(t) R min (s). Naturally also R min (t) R(t) so we have proved R min (t) R min (s).
Thus the minimum ratio is monotonic increasing as grids get ner and ner.
By the above lemmas we h a ve t wo functions g(:) and R min (:) that are both monotone (one increasing, one decreasing) in the step size that we can compute efciently.
Phase I: Saving Space. In order to control memory consumption we adopt the following criterion recursively and separately at each node: nd smallest s with R(s) C, for a prede ned constant threshold C then take the grid giving the occupancy g(s), the min-max occupancy (this shifting does not change the number of nodes at the level). When the number of points in a bucket drops below a (small) threshold 2D we stop the recursion and we switch to standard sequential search 8 .
Phase II: Selective Reconstruction. The tree built in Phase I uses linear space but can have some root-to-leaf path of high length. The purpose of the second phase is to reduce the length of the long paths, without paying too much in storage. An access the RAM memory is about ten times slower than one to L2 cache. Thus it is fundamental to t all the relevant data to into the L2 cache. It is reasonable to suppose that the target machine has 1 Mb of L2 cache and that it is completely devoted to the IP Table Lookup . With this hypothesis the size of the routing table does not make di erence unless it is below 1 M b . When the routing table is built, we can perform a selective reconstruction of the deepest paths to atten the AST in order to reduce the worst query time maintaining the total memory consumption below 1 Mb.
The cost of a node. Each node of the AST has associated a cost which represents the time of the slowest query among all the queries that visit that node. Thus the cost of an empty leaf is the time to query a point inside the space of that leaf. The cost of a full leaf is the time to reach the last point stored inside it (i.e. the time to visit all the points from the median to the farthest extreme). The cost of an internal node is the maximum of the costs of all its children.
The leaves can be subdivided into classes (l p a) d epending on: their level in the AST, the number of points from the median to the farthest extreme and the number of bits used to stored the points in the leaf (8, 16 or 32) 9 .
To guide the selective reconstruction a Clock-ticks Table is build once for each CPU architecture. For all the possible classes of leaves the table stores the corresponding query time. The query time of a particular class is measured in the following way: a simple AST containing nodes of the chosen class is built, several queries reaching nodes of that class are performed, the minimum time is taken and it is normalized to L2 cache. The rationale is that a machine dedicated to the IP Table Lookup is capable to perform a query in the minimum time measured in the test machine because the processor is not disturbed by other running processes. The measurements have been done using Pentium speci c low l e v el primitives to attain higher precision nothing forbids to use operating system primitives for better portability.
Selective Reconstruction.
The following steps are repeated while the size of the Routing Table is below 1 Mb and there are other reconstructions to perform: (i) Create a max-priority queue of internal nodes based on the maximum cost of their children.
(ii) Visit the AST and consider only internal nodes having only leaves as children: determine the cost of these nodes and insert them in the max-priority queue. (iii) Extract from the queue the nodes with the same maximum cost and atten them in the following way: if the maximum number of points in a child full leaf is greater than 1 then split the step until the maximum number of points in a bucket becomes smaller than the current maximum otherwise go the parent and split its step until the maximum numb e r o f p o i n ts in a bucket becomes smaller than maximum number of points a full leaf can contain (in this way t h e l e v el below is eliminated).
A few exceptions to the above rules. The root can not be rebuilt. For simplicity, when a level is eliminated the other reconstructions of the same cost are performed only after recomputing the priority queue.
Experiments with AST
The testing of the (empirical) worst case query time is done statically on the structure of the tree by nding out the longest (most expensive) path from root to leaf. The worst case query time gives valuable information that is relevant for, but independent from, any actual query data stream. Table 2 give a synthetic view of the IP Lookup Tables used for testing the AST data structure. For each table we report a progressive n umber, the name of the organization or router holding the table, the date when the Table was downloaded and the number of pre xes in the tables. Each pre x generates two points, next we classify the points into active, phantom and duplicate points, giving the count for each category. Table ( 3) gives the relevant measure for the Slim-AST. Slim-AST is built only on the active points (without duplicates and phantom points) and it can support the queries. Updates are supported with the help of an auxiliary data structure that records also the missing data (duplicates and phanthoms).
Normalization in L2. To test the AST data structure we adopt the methodology in DBCP97]. For completeness we describe the methodology. We visit each node of AST twice so to force data for the second invocation in L1 cache (This is known as the hot cache model). We measure number of clock-ticks by reading the appropriate internal CPU registers relative to the second invocation with the schema described above 10 . We also record the number of L1 memory accesses of each query. This is important because, knowing the L1 latency, w e decompose the measured time in CPU-operation cost and memory access cost. Afterwards we scale the memory access cost to the cost of accessing data in L2 cache, unless by locality we can argue that the data must be in L1 cache also on the target machine. We call this measurement model the L2-normalized m o del. Since the root is accessed in each query, after unrolling the search loop, we store step, anchor and pointer to the rst child at the root in registers so the access to the root is treated separately from accessing any other level of the AST. The results of the L2-normalized measures are shown in table (1) for 8-bit keys, access times for 16 and 32 bit keys are almost identical.
Target architecture. Table ( 4) we compare the AST (slim) method with three other methods for which analogous formulae have been derived by the respective authors (explicitly or implicitly), mapped onto a common architecture. Table (5)is taken from SV99] and is useful to get an idea of the gains in storage and time that recent research has brought forward. We list these methods separately since for them (except DBCP97] ) formulae have not been derived that allow a rigorous scaling. Clearly as processors become faster the time is dominated by the memory access time. So we h a ve our method and CDG99] converge to roughly the same query time, however our use of storage seems more e cient.
Dynamic Operations
Description of the dynamic operations. We give a brief sketch of the dynamic operations. Inserting a new pre x s involves two phases: (1) inserting the end-points of the corresponding segment M(s) (2) updating the next-hop index for all the leaves that are covered by the segment M(s). While phase (1) involves only two searches and local restructuring, phase (2) involves a DFS of the portion of the AST tree dominated by the inserted/deleted segment. Such a DFS is potentially an expensive operation, requiring in the worst case the visit of the whole tree. However we can trim the search by observing that it is not necessary to visit sub-trees with a span included into a segment t h a t i s i n c l u d e d i n M(s) since these nodes do not change the next hop. There are n pre xes and O(n) leaves, and the span of each leaf is intersected without being enclosed by a t m o s t 2 D+ 1 segments, therefore only O(1) leaves need to be visited on average and eventually updated 11 .
Deleting pre x s from the AST involves phases similar to insertion, however we need to determine rst the segment i n t h e AST including M(s) in order to perform the leaf re-labeling. This is done by performing at most w searches, one for each pre x of s, and selecting the longest such pre x present in the AST. Although it is possible to check and enforce the other AST invariants at each u p d a t e w e h a ve noticed that the query performance remains stable over long sequences of random updates. Therefore enforcing the AST invariant i s best left to an o -line periodic restructuring process.
Experimental data. We perform experiments on updating the AST using as update data stream the full content of each table. For deletions this is natural since we can delete only pre xes present in the table. For insertions, we argue that entries in the table have been inserted in the past, thus it is reasonable to use them as representative also for the future updates 12 . Table ( 6) report the number of memory accesses and the percentile time in -seconds for completing 95%, 90% and 100% of the updates (insertions) for the same data structures build for the lookup tests. Experiments for deletion give almost identical counts. During the update we c o u n t t h e n umber of memory cells accessed distinguishing access in L2 and those in L1, assuming the data structure is stored completely in L2 cache. Since in the counting we adopt a conservative policy, i.e. we upper bound the number of cells accessed at each node visited during the update, the nal count represents an upper bound on the actual number of memory access. As it is to be expected, the shortest pre xes, corresponding to the longest segments, require a visit of larger portions of the tree and are responsible for the slowest updates.
Comparison with known methods. In SV99] an estimate of 2500 -sec for worst case updates is given counting the dominant cost of the memory accesses. The cost is incurred when a node in the trie with a large out degree (2 17 ) needs to be rebuilt, and an access cost of 20 nsec per entry is assumed. Since 24-bit pre xes are very frequent (about 50% of the entries) the variable stride tries are forced so that updating for such length is faster, requiring roughly 3 -seconds. Although our machine is faster than that used in SV99] the L2 access time is quite similar, therefore the timings in SV99] can be compared (although only on a qualitative basis) with results in table 6. We believe that the 2500 -sec worst case estimate for SV99] is overly pessimistic: in our experiments (deletion and insertion of every entry of every table) we never had to rebuild nodes of very high degree. Updates in DBCP97] and CDG99] are handled by rebuilding the data structure from scratch, thus requiring time of the order of several milliseconds for every update. Table 3 : Slim-AST data structure performance. Tests on a 700 MHz Pentium III (T=1.4ns) with 1024 KB L2 Cache L2 delay i s D=15 nsec, L1 latency m= 4 nsec. The parameters used are: B = 1 6 C = 10 ;7 D = 61 for all tables except (*) where C = 1 .
